FOREVER TAG

TM

Get ready for the
new digital Tag!

Scan to Watch
how to video on

Easily put your identiﬁcation
on your valuables.
WHAT IS A FOREVER TAG?
FOREVER TAGS replace old-fashioned hand-written and labeled tags when used with
the camera app on mobile devices.
Property owners can upload their digital contact information and associate it with
pre-printed tags so that people who ﬁnd their lost articles can return them.
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Yes, That Easy!
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We help people identify and authenticate
property with modern technology!
FOREVER TAG digital tags are pre-coded with a link to the iTag.com website.
Purchasers receive in-pack credentials to edit the website so their personal information
appears when a FOREVER TAG is read by a compatible mobile device.
FOREVER TAG is not a tracking system. It won’t help locate a lost item.
It will help someone who ﬁnds a lost item to return it to the property owner.

SPONSOR FEATURE
As an option, retailers or organizations
who want to place their logo and/or two
lines of information in the top portion of
the user’s screen can sign-up as a Sponsor
on the iTag.com website.
Using credentials found inside the Inner
Pack, a Sponsor can electronically place
their information in all of the tags in the
Inner Pack with one easy upload.

Part SET801EN

Part IP802EN

Apply to Luggage Tags

Apply to Electronics

Apply to any Valuable

Don’t lose your valuables again!

DESCRIPTION

SET OR EACH
Unit of
Measure

INNER PACK

Part
Number

Quantity

Part
Number

FOREVER TAG QR Code Set of 6 Tags - English

SET

SET801EN

50 SETS

IP801EN

FOREVER TAG QR Code Metal (Bone) - English

EACH

EA802EN

50 EACH

IP802EN
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